CASE STUDY: Azure

American Nurses Association, ANA, represents the interests of the nation’s four million registered nurses with a vision of creating a healthy world through the power of nursing. ANA exists to give nurses the best chance of success by advocating for them and their patients, providing education, and giving access to a network of leaders and organizations in the healthcare industry. ANA’s mission is to “transform the nation’s health through the power of nursing,” which today, is more relevant than ever.

ANA reached out to Catapult looking to gain visibility into their new Azure environment. They needed a strategic partner that could help them manage, navigate, and optimize their technology operations. In the midst of a series of assessments and workshops, the global pandemic of COVID-19 hit the United States. The country was shaken and concerns for the spread and the severity of this novel virus rose. Catapult discovered that ANA needed full visibility into their environment regarding operations, security, and spending. ANA had to change their business strategy and adapt to the global changes quickly. Catapult’s Azure Management Service helped ANA implement Azure Monitor, Log Analytics, Azure Security, and other Azure components that helped improve ANA’s operations by putting governance policies in place, implementing a monitoring and alerting system, and gaining visibility into their security posture. The base work that Catapult implemented helped the association transition more than 250 employees to a remote workforce and gave ANA peace mind as their nurses were fighting this pandemic.

EXPANDING VISIBILITY IN THE TIMES OF COVID

ANA moved to Azure to save money and minimize ongoing maintenance and support of their environment. To gain full visibility and understanding, ANA leveraged Catapult’s Azure Management Services. Catapult deployed EverWatch, their proprietary Azure monitoring and alerting tool, built on Azure Monitor and Log Analytics, and gave ANA full observability of their applications, infrastructure, and network services. With the implementation of EverWatch, VM Insights, and Azure Policies, ANA now has insight to keep their Azure environment healthy and optimized. ANA and Catapult created new processes that automatically optimize outcomes when unexpected incidents occur such as automatic alarms that launch specific processes or the review by a Catapult team member who could resolve the problem.

Most issues are proactively identified and prevented, and unexpected issues are responded to and investigated in minutes. Catapult also provides ANA’s IT team detailed reporting and recommendations regularly. This led to a more robust change management strategy and processes to ensure that changes are approved and communicated to all stakeholders. Amid the global pandemic, ANA obtained full visibility into the operations of their Azure environment and can manage, control, and understand their posture. With COVID-19 cases rising, ANA had enough to worry about, so the proactive approach to managing their Azure environment was one less worry.
Catapult’s AMS team utilized EverWatch to quickly evaluate the ANA Enterprise environment. They delivered key refinements that were ideally suited for an organization of our size, complexity, and technology portfolio. The solution was a mix of architecture simplification, expanded automation, and incorporation of industry-leading standards and procedures.”

Barry Gersten, CTO - ANA

ADAPTING TO THE NEW WORKING NORMAL WITHOUT INCREASING COST

ANA’s Azure costs were rising and they did not understand what was driving the increase. ANA feared that the overspend in Azure would hinder their ability to adapt to the remote workforce that was now needed, and ultimately hinder the innovation and the future of ANA. Catapult assessed the current costs by utilizing Azure Cost Management, then consulted with the ANA team to understand their business goals and processes. Aligning these two, Catapult established an initial Azure spending budget and provided tactical recommendations and implementations to help ANA establish a predictable monthly spending without sacrificing performance or efficiency. Catapult also created dashboards in ANA’s Azure Portal to provide trending cost data and highlight changes in cost that could result in unplanned spending. After just one month of having established budgets and dashboard visibility, changes in cost were quickly recognized and configurations were adjusted. ANA’s monthly predictable spending helped the enterprise transition to a secure remote workforce quickly and cost efficiently.

ENHANCING SECURITY AS THE WORLD SHIFTS

ANA Enterprise, like many organizations, needed to enhance their security posture and prevent attacks of their systems and data, especially as the global pandemic of COVID-19 led businesses to shift their strategies to enable a remote workforce environment. Catapult conducted a variety of Azure security assessments and identified a set of remediations to increase ANA’s security score and posture. Catapult leveraged the Azure Secure Score and Recommendations to target low-risk, high-value changes like PIM, MFA, and Conditional Access to raise the threat barrier even further. ANA’s home-based workforce now has the security measures needed to efficiently focus on supporting nurses during this pandemic. ANA’s security score has improved and Catapult has established a roadmap and timeline to implement additional measures around both networking and data layers, giving ANA the peace of mind they need while they are handling more important issues, trying to keep us all safe.

“Ana Enterprise was able to extend our reach and increase our capabilities without increasing our costs. The result was better overall services, reduced costs, effective security, and improved reliability of services. Partnering with Catapult enabled ANA Enterprise to remain focused on its mission to “lead the profession to the shape the future of nursing and health care,” and to support all nurses at this critical time, especially those on the frontlines fighting COVID-19.”

Barry Gersten, CTO - ANA

“The COVID-19 pandemic and the related shut down of businesses drove unprecedented changes to associations and how they do business. To meet these challenges, ANA Enterprise responded with new business strategies while simultaneously transitioning more than 250 employees to a home-based workforce. I reached out to our Catapult partners looking for help to reduce operating costs and to ensure effective security and compliance was in place for our new remote workforce.

Barry Gersten, CTO - ANA